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Ideal server Ideal Windows server is a Windows operating system distribution, now maintained by
AT&T for use with the AT&T Challenge Network. It was produced in three versions. The first version
was released in 1986 for use in mid-level to large business applications. The third version was
released in 1992 for use in midsize network applications. AT&T discontinued the distribution in
November 1996. Starting from version 1.2, the distribution is based on Windows NT, however, it was
built with several useful, if not essential, network server features missing from Windows NT,
including the ability to build client-server network applications and features. Ideal Server for the
AT&T Challenge Network is a free distribution of the Linux operating system with the Windows NT
kernel. The first release was version 1.2 (June 1993), and the project was discontinued in November
1996. The final release of the distribution is version 4.1. The version includes a graphical interface
that allows its user to easily install and configure the program. The distribution also includes a
command-line shell called AT&T Admin Console, which can be used for similar purposes as the text-
based AT&T Admin Tool. These two tools were replaced by the Windows management tools in
Windows 2000. The current version of AT&T Windows Server is Windows 2008 Server. Starting with
version 1.0, Ideal Server includes a Linux-based system administration program called AT&T Linux
Administration Tool, or ALAT. ALAT is not a replacement for the text-based AT&T Admin Tool, but
they complement each other, with AT&T Admin Console being more powerful for an experienced
user and AT&T Admin Tool being more useful to an inexperienced novice. On 14 November 1996 the
AT&T Challenge Network was replaced by the AT&T Smartnet Connection, and AT&T discontinued
the distribution of the operating system. See also List of Unix System Administrators List of Unix
commands References External links AT&T Official Website The history of AT&T Challenge Network
AT&T Review Network AT&T Challenge Network Information about Ideal for Windows Servers A
History of the AT&T Challenge Network Category:AT&T Category:Unix variantsThe Angiotensin II
type 1 receptor in monocytes is modulated by phorbol ester-induced stimulation. The present study
investigates the effect of phorbol 12
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